adesso Turkey is expanding its sales team
, 14. November 2018
As part of adesso Turkey’s expansion plan, Utku Emre and Engin Demir have joined
adesso Turkey’s sales team. Utku Emre will be the Insurance and General Sector Sales
Manager and Engin Demir will be the Banking and General Sector Sales Manager.
adesso Turkey has recruited two new sales managers: Utku Emre as the new Insurance and
Public Sector Sales Manager and Engin Demir as the new Banking and Public Sector Sales
Manager. Utku Emre was previously a manager at Oracle and IBM, and Engin Demir was
previously at Turkcell, Türk Telekom and Innova.
WHO IS UTKU EMRE?
Utku Emre received his BA degree in Business Administration from Bilgi University in 2006
and his MA degree in Management Information Systems from Bo#aziçi University in 2008.
Starting his career at Sun Microsystems, Utku Emre worked for leading technology and software
companies Oracle and IBM respectively. Emre has worked as a sales manager in analytical
and data management software and infrastructure solutions in the insurance, retail, production,
media and public sectors. He is joining adesso Turkey as the Insurance and General Sector
Sales Manager. Utku Emre will strengthen the bridge between adesso Turkey’s leading
solutions and the insurance sector.
WHO IS ENGIN DEMIR?
Engin Demir graduated from Yeditepe University Information Systems and Business
Administration departments in 2007 as part of a double major program. Demir received his
MBA from New York State University in 2009 with a scholarship. Throughout his career, he
has worked in IT, telecommunications, technology and software companies, including Turkcell,
Emerson, Türk Telekom and Innova. He worked as a sales consultant for corporate software,
IT consultancy and telecommunication infrastructure solutions in the finance sector, as well
as other sectors. As of November 2018, Engin Demir joins adesso Turkey as the Banking and
Public Sector Sales Manager and will be responsible for adesso targets in Turkey's banking
sector.
approx. 1,930 Letters

adesso SE
adesso is one of the leading IT service providers in the German-speaking area and focuses its
consulting and software development activities on the core business processes of companies
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and public authorities. adesso’s strategy is based on three pillars: the deep industry-specific
know-how of its staff, the comprehensive expertise in technology and the application of reliable
methods in software implementation projects. Following this approach, adesso develops
superior IT solutions, which enhance the competitive position of a company.
adesso was founded in Dortmund in 1997 and employs more than 4,000 members of
staff. The share is listed on the regulated market. Some of the most important customers
are Allianz, Commerzbank, Münchener Rück, Hannover Rück, Union Investment, Bosch,
Westdeutsche Lotterie, Swisslos, Zurich Versicherung, DEVK, DAK, Medizinischer Dienst
der Krankenversicherung (MDK-IT), DZR Deutsches Zahnärztliches Rechenzentrum, TÜV
Rheinland, Beschaffungsamt des Bundesministeriums des Innern.
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